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The conference on stability for classical and non-Newtonian fluids was
organized by G. P. Galdi (University of Pittsburgh), K. R. Rajagopal (Texas
A. & M. University, College Station), and Wolf von Wahl (University of
B~yreuth). 27 participants from 10 countri,es represented a broad 8pectrum
reaching from classical problems of stability (as the Taylor-Couette problem)
to the numerical treatment of the equations for second grade fluids.

The program of the conference consisted of 19 talks of different length.
As a consequence there was much time left which was used for intense dis
cussions. Particular topics were new classes of perturbations and numerical
existence proofs for certain steady ßows being not known previously. ../ '

Organizers and participants thank the institute and its staff for the hos
pitality and the unique atmosphere.
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F. H. BUSSE

Tertiary and Quaternary Solutions in Systems of Fluid Flow with
and without Bifurcations

The subject of this presentation is part of the general thelue of under
standing the transition from simple to conlplex forms of fluid flows with
increasing control parameter such as the Reynolds nunlber Re. In the stan
dard situation the transition can be understood and analyzed in tel'll1~ of
sequences of bifurcations. Restricting the attention to fluid systems that a!'f'
homogeneous in two spatial dimensions and steady in time one can orten
follow a sequence of supercritical bifurcations each of which brea.ks one or
more sYJumetries of the preceeding solution. In Taylor-Couette systenl and
the Raleigh-Benard layer represent the best analyzed exanlples of such sys
tenlS. Fluid systems with plane parallel shear flow as basic state üftell exhibit.
delayed bifurcations or no bifurcation at all such as in thc case of plane Cou
ette flow or pipe flow. In this case bifurcation theory is still a.pplicahle if the
problem is imbedded in a larger tnanifold of problclllS. We rnay consider, for
instance, a horizontal plane Couette flow layer which is hea,ted fr01l1 belo\\'.
There are two control parameters, the Reynolds nUlnber Re alld the Ra.yleigfl
number Ra in this case. The basic state of plane Couette Ao\\' with lineal'
temperature profile of pure conduction becomes unstable to longitudinal COIl

vection rolls when Ra exceeds 1708 independent of Re. But the secondary
bifurcation to wavy rolls strongly depends on Re. For snlall values of H,e the
bifurcation to steady wavy rolls is supercritical. But for larger values of R,e
it becomes subcritical, such that solutions in the fonn of wavy rolls exist for
Ra = O. These three-dimensional steady solutions have been investigated as
function of R.e and the wavenumber paranleters O'x and 0Y. Bcsides these
steady spatially periodic solutions and the various time dependent sol utiolls
that bifurcate from them there exist solitary solutions which have been found
by Cherhabili and Ehrenstein (Eur. J. Mech. BI Fluids 14, 677, 1995) at.
much higher values of Re. They correspond to steady two-diJnensional iso
lated fransverse rolls. Similar solitary roll solutions have been found in the
Ekman-Couette problem in which a rotation about an axis nonnal to thc
plates is added to the plane Couette problem (Hoffnlann, Busse, anel ehen,
Subm. to J. Fluid Mech.). But, these two types of solitary solutions do not
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seem to be connected in any way.

Susan FRIEDLANDER

Nonlinear instability in the Euler equation

This is joint work with M. Vishik and W. Strauss.
We discuss a result for general nonlinear evolution equations which shows

that, under certain rather general conditions on the nonlinearity and under
a gap condition on the spectrum of the linearized operator, linear instability .
implies nonlinear instability. This abstract theorem is applied ~~'the Euler
equations governing the motion of an inviscid in'compressible fluid.. In par·
ticular, we show that any 2-D space periodic ßow without a stagnation point
or any 2- D shear flow that is linearly unstable is also nonlinearly unstable.
We describe the complete unstable spectrum of shear flow with a ~inusoid&l

profile. ~-

150m H. HERRON·

A unified solution of several classical hydrodynamic stability
-problems '-~'.

The long-standing problems of the linear stability of plane Couette fiow
and circular pipe flow (to axisymmetric disturbanees) are solved byoperator
theory: It is shown simply that both are stahle for all Reynolds numbets and
wave numbers. The proof is based on the infrequently used von Neumann
extension of a semi-bounded symmetrie operator, and the universally used
Fredholm alternative theorem. It is made clear how the method will apply
in other problems with a similar structure.
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Yoshiyuki KAGEI

Asymptotic stability of steady flows in infinite layer of viscous
incompressible fluid in critical cases of stability

It is known that the motionless state in the Benard problenl is Ull

conditionally stable up to the critical value of the control paraJl1eter. V\Te
show that in the critical case the motionless state is asymptotically stable e
and, moreover, the unconditional stability holds for 2-D perturbations. We
also consider the stability problem of the plane Couette flow in a rotating
fluid layer for 2-D perturbations which represents the axisymmetric Taylor-
Couette problem in the small-gap approximation. It is shown that the basic
flow is unconditionally stahle in the critical case of stability. We also consider
the case where the rotating layer is heated from below.

Ralf KAISER

Mathematical problems in dynanlo theory

Dynanlo theory is concerned with the maintenance or anlplification of
magnetic fields by the motion of a conducting fluid (dynamo process). The
exclusion of the dynamo process for certain classes of velocity or magnetic
fields is formulated in so-called anti-dynamo theorenls. Three (from a phys
ical point of view) simple situations are presented, where anti-dynanlo theo
rems are supposedly valid but not yet (fully) proved.

Herve LE MEUR

Theoretical aspects of the Orr-Sommerfeld methods. Limitations.

I give a mathematical presentation for deriving the Orr-Sommerfeld equa
tions for stahility analysis. This enables nle to stress:
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1) The range of validity of this method.

2) An assumption commonly made by physicists.

I give a necessary and sufficient candition for making the assumption" and
finally, I partly justify it.

Maria Carmela LOMBARDO

Zero viscosity limit of Stokes equations in a 2-D channel

The time dependent Stokes equations in a 2-D channel are considered.
We decompose the solution of these equations .in an inviscid solution, two
boundary layer solutions and a correction term. Bounds on these solutions
in the appropriate Sobolev spaces are obtained in terms of the norms of the
initial and boundary data. The correction term is shown to be of the order
of the square root of the viscosity.

R. MEYER-SPASCHE

Secondary bifurcations of convection roUs aud Taylor vort~x ftows

Numerical investigations of stationary Taylar vortex flows in wide gaps
(fl = 0) showed that

• nonlinearinteractions of flows of different periods dominate the ftow
patterns observed and affect the existence of solutions;

• the Eckhaus and short-wave length instability are strongly related to
secondary bifurcations.
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The broken symmet1'Y of the Taylo1' apparatus turns many bifurcation
points iuto fold points and thus obscures the picture.

The bifurcation structure of convection rolls in a related but nlore sym
llletric configuration is much easier to understand. Reproducing a result
on Taylor vortex ftows for convection rolls by perturbation nlethods allowed
to guess the general pattern of interaction for a large fanlily of flows \Vi th
different numbers of 1'olls.

Vinicio MOAURO

Non-integrability and chaotic behavior in the four point vortices
problem

In the vortex model for planar Eulerian incolTIpressible fluids the field
of velocities depeods 00 the intensities of the vortices anel on their lllotion.
This ITIotion. is governed by a Hamiltonian system with 0 degrees of freedol11,
where n is· the number of point-vortices. It is possible to prove, by using
Melnikov method, that for n=4 the solutions of the aforesaid Hamiltonian
system present a chaotic behavior.

Jifi NEUSTUPA

Stability of steady solutions of parabolic systeolS in exterior
domains

The question of stability of a steady solution of a nonlinear parabolic
system (including the Navier-Stokes equations) in an exterior dOlnain n can
be transformed to the question of stability of the zero solution of the operator
equation

du
dt = Lu + N(t,u)
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in a suitable Hilbert space H. L is a linear operator in H" and N(t,.) is a
nonlil1ear operator in H. Operator L has an essential spectrum which touches
the inlaginary axis. We show how this difficulty cau be overcome and we
apply general results from preceeding works to a concrete parabolic system.
We also discuss possibilities of applications to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Niko SAUER

Stability of ftows in regions with permeable boundaries

We consider a model for fluid flow through a permeable boundary induced
by stress differenc~s'overthe boundary. It is assumed that ooly' normal flow
over the boundary is possible. The equations are

,oV

T(p, v) in the region

o
- -q(n, t)n at the boundary.

The velocity TJ is also an unknown function and satisfies an equation of the
fornl aq "

(1- = n . Tn + l(t).
Bt

Under the additional assumption that at the boundary w 1\ n ~ 2V77, with
w = V x v, the vorticity, we can prove stability of the rest state for fluids of
grade 2 provided the mean curvature of the boundary is always positive.

Bruno SCARPELLINI

Ljapounov instability of roUs in the Benard problem

We consider equilibrium solutions UD, TO, Po of the Boussinesq-equations
(k = (0,0,1))
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(* )8t tL = lIßu - ~1r - g(1 - a(T - To))A~ - (tL~)u

OtT = XßT - (u~)T, div 'lt = 0,

1 1
T(x, Y'"2) = Tl < Ta = T(x, y, -2)'

We assume Uo, To, Po to be L}, Lrperiodic in x, y.
Def. 1: UD, TO, Po is linearly L2 (O)-instable if the linearization of the lr

righthand side of (*) around uo, TO, Po, viewed as an operator acting on L2(!l)- e1
functions, has a A with Re A > 0 in its spectrum.

Def. 2: uo, TO, po is E(ckhaus)-instable if there is an integer N > 0
such that the linearization of (*) around Uo, TO, Po, viewed as "an operator
N LI, N Lrperiodic functions, has A with Re A> 0 in its spectrU111.

Theorem: If Uo, TO, Po is either a roll or else rectangular and subject to
a certain symmetry (5) then Def. 1 and Def. 2 are equivalent. (S) reads

u = (U.,U2,U3): Ul(-X,y,z) == -udx,y,z),

U2(-x,y,z) = U2(X,y,~), U3(-x,y,z) = U3(X,y,Z), .

T(-x,y, z) = T(x,y, z).

Burkharcl J. SCHMITT

The influence of mean values and nonperiodic pressure in the
Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations

When considering the Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations in an infinite la.yer
it is mostly assumed that the pressure p is periodic in the plane, whereas
the equations only require "Vp to be periodic. We study the inftuence oE the
general admissible form of the pressure on the velocity field .ll below the onset
of convection. - Under stress-free boundary conditions and pel'iodic presslIre
the mean value of 1! over the layer is constant in time. lf this constant f is
not 0 there is in most cases no longer an exchange oE stability on the onset
for the linearization around f. We study its spectrum on the onset.
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Guido SCHNEIDER

Nonlinear stability of Taylor vortices in infinite cylinders

We consider the Taylor-Couette problem in an infinitely extended cylin
drical domain in case when the Couette flow is weakly unstable and a family
of spatial periodic equilibria, called the Taylor vortices, has bifurcated froDl
this trivial ground state. We show that the non-Eckhaus-unstable Taylor
vortices are nonlinearly stable with respect to slnall spatially localized per
turbations. The main difficulty in showing this result sterns from the fact
that on unbounded cylindrical domains the Taylor vortices are ooly linearly
marginal stable with continuous spectrum up to the imaginary axis. Bloch
wave representations of the solutions and renormalization theory allow us to
show that the nonlinear problem behaves asymptotically as the linearized one
which is undel' a diffusive regime. This result answers a question which was
open for more than three decades, the nonlinear stability of non-Eckhaus
unstable solutions for a hydrodynamical problem in an infinitely extended
cylindrical domain.

Adelia SEQUEIRA

A Decoupled FEM Approach for the Simulation of Ste~:dy Flows
of Second-Grade Fluids

For a large class of non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid models, and in par
ticular for second-grade fluids, the equations of motion are nonlinear systenlS
of PDE's of mixed type: elliptic-hyperbolic, in the steady state, a~d elliptic
parabolic in the unsteady state. Efficient numerical methods for these mixed
systems are not yet weil developed. In fact, they must be weil adapted to
the mathematical properties of the models and they ·should not introduce
numerical instabilities in well-posed problems.

The existence and uniqueness of weak and regular steady solutions for
second-grade fluids in a bounded domain have been proved using an appro-
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priate splitting of the probleIn into an (elliptic) Stokes systenl and a (hyper
bolie) transport equation, along with a fixed point argument (seeCoscia &
Galdi 1994, Videman 1997).

Here we present a stahle finite element approximation of this problem,
bascd on the Inathematical analysis developed for the exact nl0del. The
ll1Cthod consists of using a decoupled fixed point iterative scheIne for solving
a.lt.ernatively the Stokes system by a Hood-Taylor FEM and the transport
equatioll by an upwinding technique of discontinuous .Galerkin type, intro
duced by Lesaint 'and Raviart (1974). Proving the convergence of the al
gorithtn, we show the loeal existence and uniqueness of a solution for the
discretized problem and we give error estimates.

Silnilar teehniques have been developed by Najib & Sandri (1995) for an
Oldroyd type model.

Y. SHIBATA

Lp - Lq decay estimate of Stokes semigroup in 2 dimensional
exterior domain

Here, I \vould like to report my joint work with Wakako Dan, Tsukuba
Univ., concerning the Lp - Lq ~eeay estimate of Stokes semigroup in 2 di
mensional exterior domain and its applieation to the Navier-Stokes equation.

First, let {e-
tA h>o be the Stokes semigroup in the 2 dimensional exterior

dornain O. Nanlely, ~ith some pressure p, u = e.-tAa.solve the Stokes eqn:

1
Ut - ~u + \1p = 0, v· u = 0 in O. t > 0
ulan = 0, ult=o = a
linl u(t, x) = O.

lxi-co

Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (L q - Lq estimate) .

• lIe-tAaIlLp(n) ~ Cp.qt-(~-~)lIaIlLq(n)
für 1 < q ::; p ~ 00, 1 < q < 00;
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----.,.-----~Lq(n)

for any a E Jq(O) = {u E Cgo(O)IV . u = O} and t > 1.
No~, we consider the Navier-Stokes equation:

{

Ut -. ~u + (u . V)u + \1p == 0, \1. u == 0 in 0, t > 0

ulan = 0, ult=o = a
lim u(t.x) == O. .

lxi-co

We know the unique-existence of Leray-Hopf solution for any data a E
J2(O). Moreover, Masuda proved that

Kozono and Ozawa proved that

u E CO([0.00).J2(S1)) n C1((0.00); J 2(0))

u(t) E V(A) 'Vt E (0,00). Au ECO((O, 00); L 2(O))

and

lI u (t)IILp (O)

Ilu(t)IILoo(n)

IIV7u(t)II L2(o)

o(t-(~-;)), 2 S; ~ < 00

o(t-t yTögI)

o( t-!)

as t ~ 00.

Applying Theorem 1, we can improve (D) as folIows:

(D)' lIu(t)IILoo(o) == o(t-~).
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Henri TASSO

Lyapunov stability in magnetohydrody~amics

Lyapunov methods for linear stability in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
as weIl as for nonlinear stability of MHD flows are reviewed. Recent work
on nonlinear stability of force-free-fields, Trkal flows and "MHD generalized"
Trkal ftows is explained in detail, and an explicit sufficient condition for
unconditional stability is given. Finally, nonlinear stability of magnetized
parallel flows is proved for two-dimensional perturbations perpendicular to
the Aow direction. This analysis suggests a conjecture on linear stability
of fnagnetized Couette flows for three-dimensional perturbations and for all
Reynolds I1ulubers.

Elisabetta TORMATORE

Stochastic equations ror a viscous gas

VVe a.re interested in the stochastic equation for a viscous ga.s. In the
one-dinlensional case the system which we consider is

dv = (J1-{pvr )x - Pr) dt + dW,

Pt + p2Vx = 0

with the boundary and initial conditions

VI X =O.x=l = 0

Vlt=o = vo; plt=o = Po

w here "V is a \iViener process in the Hilbert space HJ (0, 1).
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We prove the existence and uniqueness of global solutions, a result which
generalizes that of Kazhikhov (1995) for the corresponding deterministic sys
tem.

In the bi-dimensional case, the system we are interested in is

pdv = (-p(v· V)v + lJö,v + V'(AV" v) - Vp] dt + pdW

Pt + V' . (pv) = O.

We are going to discuss some remarks on the system, which seem to be useful
for its resolution.

Hisao Fujita YASHIMA

Gleichungen der kugelsymmetrischen Bewegu'ng eines viskosen
Gases und asymptotisches Verhalten ihrer Lösung

In diesem Vortrag versuchen wir erstens, das Gleichungssystem darzustel
len, das die kugelsymmetrische Bewegung eines viskosen Gases beschreiben

. soll, und dann legen wir die Existenz (und die Eindeutigkeit) der globalen
Lösung dieses Gleichungssystems dar.

Im zweiten Teil des Vortrags wollen wir über asymptotisches Verhalten
der Lösung diskutieren. Wir folgen den Beweisführungen von Jiang Song,
der einige grundsätzliche Resultate über das asymptotische Verhalten der
Lösung des Gleichungssystems für ein wärmeleitendes viskoses Gas bewiesen
hat. Wir diskutieren auch die Resultate von Matusu-Necasova, Okada und
Makino für ein vereinfachtes Gleichungssystem, in welchem der Druck bloß
durch die Dichte bestimmt wird.
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